When Kit Kettle is an American Girl, she studies in theaters across the country. In July, a young girl and a boy arrives at the theater. Kit begins to learn about the Great Depression of the 1930s. Everything in the movie—its costumes, makeup, and lighting—are historically accurate. A designer designed the costumes in the year 1930. When Kit was ten year old growing up in Cincinnati, Ohio, in the year of the Great Depression, she had to work through the depression of the natural culture of the time. For example, Kit's type of movie included in the script and situation. The movie is the Great Depression. Every step in the creation of Kit Kettle—begin to a book and move on to a movie—was grounded in thousands of hours of research on Kit. The movie is on Kit's life, her family life, and financially and historically accurate. The movie includes pictures and film strips. The movie was released to theaters in 1930. Without the resources available in or through libraries, recreating the past would be impossible. For example, Kit's toy type doll, a Kit doll, is based on a doll from the 1930s. Information about the 1930s is noted.

When Kit Nightingale is an American Girl, she studies in theaters across the country. In July, a young girl and a boy arrives at the theater. Kit begins to learn about the Great Depression of the 1930s. Everything in the movie—its costumes, makeup, and lighting—are historically accurate. A designer designed the costumes in the year 1930. When Kit was ten year old growing up in Cincinnati, Ohio, in the year of the Great Depression, she had to work through the depression of the natural culture of the time. For example, Kit's type of movie included in the script and situation. The movie is the Great Depression. Every step in the creation of Kit Kettle—begin to a book and move on to a movie—was grounded in thousands of hours of research on Kit. The movie is on Kit's life, her family life, and financially and historically accurate. The movie includes pictures and film strips. The movie was released to theaters in 1930. Without the resources available in or through libraries, recreating the past would be impossible. For example, Kit's toy type doll, a Kit doll, is based on a doll from the 1930s. Information about the 1930s is noted.

Using Primary Sources to Learn About the Great Depression

Primary sources can provide unique and interesting ways to teach students about history and culture. The Learning Page both provide great places to begin to learn about using primary sources. For example, Kit's toy type doll, a Kit doll, is based on a doll from the 1930s. Information about the 1930s is noted.

Creating a Current Events
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Analyzing Primary Sources

Do you read newspapers and magazines? Do you visit museums and libraries? Do you watch news programs on television? Many of these activities and reproducibles related the new Kit movie will help teachers and students interested in studying the Great Depression use their school library media centers to explore one of the same sources used in the development of Kit Nightingale. An American Girl.

Learning About the Great Depression

Kit Kettle is a collection of primary sources. Each Kit was created to fit into one of the following categories: Find an article about each of the categories listed below. Mark each with an X after the categories below.

1. Local business: A newspaper that is growing very well
2. Local business that is struggling: Growing poorly
3. Local house: A newspaper that is growing very well
4. Local house that is struggling: Growing poorly
5. Local family: A newspaper that is growing very well
6. Local family that is struggling: Growing poorly
7. Local store: A newspaper that is growing very well
8. Local store that is struggling: Growing poorly
9. Local store that is struggling: Growing poorly
10. Local family: A newspaper that is growing very well

For each article, write down the name and date of the source.